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Don’t Mess UP your DashBOARD!
8 SMART UI/UX TIPS FOR (DASHBOARD) DEVELOPERS

1.

Why UX DESIGN
should MatteR
Our world has swiftly changed
dramatically considering the way
we communicate nowadays.

2.

3.

LESS IS MORE

Smart colour use

The art of omission; highlight what
is important, leaving out what isn’t.

In UX Design colors do not just serve
an optical purpose or just respect the
corporate colors, but they also play
an important role within navigation
or in creating a needed hierarchy.

When designing your application, the
old adage ‘less is more’ still applies.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Navigation has to
be predictable

Know (all) your
visitors

Don’t reinvent
the wheel

Keep testing, keep
learning

valuable LINKS

While content is supposed to be
unique, surprising and exciting,
navigating to it is supposed to be as
simple and predictable as possible.

The World Health Organisation
(WHO) estimates that there are 28
million disabled people. That’s about
5% of the world population! When
developing an application that has to
be available for everybody, you can’t
just shun 5% of the target group.

Bjarne Stroustrup says ‘The standard
library saves programmers from
having to reinvent the wheel.’

The need of testing your application
before it is released to the general
public is not only to help you
discover bugs and errors and
graphic and usability issues.

Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG)

We moved from paper to digital and from

An efficient dashboard allows users to

harddisk to the cloud. But there was an

focus on what is really important; numbers,

Be also very aware of what is absolutely

Avoid menu-structures as much as possible.

especially clear shift in the demands and

relationships, trends and anomalies.

NOT right. For example: do not use a color

A lot of functions are not supposed to be in

experiences of the end user. First from

Decorations often make a dashboard less

just for an action (button). This in reverence

a menu anymore, but should be able to be

offer to customer demand, then from

readable and thus less efficient. In the late

to possibly a screenreader. Always use it in

processed on the spot, whenever the user

customer demand to customer service.

1970’s, Edward R. Tufte, famous for his

combination with text or a picture.

And now yet another phase has been

books on data visualization, introduced

presenting itself at our workspaces.

If you want to distribute information in a
special way (like bookmarks, tree-structures,

http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/

Google (material design)
style guidelines
https://www.google.com/design/spec/style/

complex hierarchies and such) always search

Sometimes the software that is taken in

the internet for existing ways first. The

production is no longer the responsibility

The W3C (an organisation that defines

internet is full of interface components

of the developing team, but of a

Colour Contrast Analyser

wishes from wherever in the current task.

the standards of the internet) has put up

that you can ‘borrow’. Also check out how

management team. The primary

USE a colour contrast analyser: http://www.

Google has a very handy manual with which

Be smart by using links while creating a

guidelines, the Web Accessibility Guidelines.

popular applications like Facebook, Youtube

responsibility of such a team is to keep it

paciellogroup.com/resources/contrastanalyser/

the term ‘data-ink’. In data-ink you cannot

you simply can’t go wrong. Choose at least

function or task. When for example a client

Use as many ways and knowledge as

and Gmail have used their UI-elements.

stable, so there won’t be any obstructions

At home we are used to simple intuitive

delete anything without inevitably changing

2 (bright) main colors of the same ‘weight’

name is shown on screen, use a link, so the

possible to increase the accessibility

Choose an UI-framework at the start of

in production. Only during a possible

interfaces like Facebook and we want to

the message. ‘Non-data-ink’ is the term he’s

of importance. Choose 3 lighter shades tops

user can immediately reach a screen with

of your application. You might start a

your project en stick with it. You can find

evaluation phase things like ‘this and that

How To Create A Customer
Journey Map

be able to use the same sort of simplicity

using for all other, non essential information.

of your 1st main color to create hierarchy.

more detailed information. Like on

workshop and invite people with a (visual)

thousands and thousands of UI-elements

could be better’ will surface. A procedure

https://www.youtube.com/

at our work environment. UX Design has

His message? Increase the ratio between

Choose at the most 1 lighter shade of

Facebook, where you hardly see any

disability to join. Tools like ‘Color Oracle’

from the real popular UI-frameworks.

like that is hardly efficient and not likely to

watch?v=mSxpVRo3BLg

data-ink and non-data-ink, highlight

your 2nd main color to create hierarchy for

menus, but almost everything is processed

can help you simulate colorblindness

Use them! But be careful with using

contribute to any user friendlyness. In the

what’s important, leave out what isn’t.

showing information.

by using links.

and therefore help you prevent errors.

different frameworks at the same time.

end the application will never be really UX

What the #$%@ is UX Design?

friendly.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ovj4hFxko7c

Check the last column for the link to their

Good example of a ‘ less is more’

advice in color usage. When you want to be

developed dashboard.

creative with colors, be sure you use them in
the right way. Test the colors, and test them
in combination with text. Make sure there
played a major role in this. As a developer

is enough contrast between them and also

of applications for the government and

take acount of users that are colorblind or

trade and industry, we are partly responsible

experience difficulties distinguishing colors.

A valuable tip!
Use a Feedback button. Such a button is
crucial to keep on learning and developing. With it you give the user the opportunity to give you valuable information,
with which you can enhance your UX!

color.html

Webcolour match
http://www.turnpixel.com/9-great-colortools-on-the-web/

Flat Design
http://www.echouser.com/blog/flat_design-focusing_on_the_user

to participate in creating this new customer

Font Tips

service. A developer is no UX designer but
is still supposed to be committed to the

Flat design embraces visual

http://designshack.net/articles/typography/

complete process. From scratch to a finished

minimalism, and opting for more of

7-tips-for-choosing-the-best-web-font-

product, with an overall experience of

a simplistic look with a focus on UI

for-your-design/

satisfaction. This commitment will create

elements, typography, and color all

a lot of advantages for you as a developer.

at the end for a better usability.

See all and more links at once:
• Become a better developer
• Become an evolving developer
• Get more client satisfaction
• Get more customer satisfaction

This includes for instance unnecessary
3D effects, color gradients, shadows and

Many tools for making the best choices

other effects that are often purely

are available on the web.

decorative. Using this newfound simplicity
called flat design is a starting point to make

See the next column for links to

applications faster and more functional.

application testing.
The webversion of this handout and many more you’ll find on w w w. smart4branding.nl

